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01. Our Neighbourhood Action Group

Who is part of our group already?

Where will the activities take place (what

neighbourhood)? 

Do we need to recruit further participants? How

will we do it?

What will our group be called?

Use this space for notes and scribbles



Who are the key people who could support our

network and partnership?

Is there a mutual aid group for our neighbourhood

set up on social media? 

Does our neighbourhood have a neighbourhood

watch group?

What are the formal and informal networks and

partnerships already existing in our

neighbourhood?

02. NAP stage 1 - The Foundations:
Networks and Partnerships Use this space for notes and scribbles



02. NAP stage 1 - The Foundations: Volunteers

Will it be formal or informal?

Write a volunteer role description.

Identify who might be interested in volunteering

for our connected neighbourhood?

Remember to observe privacy, data protection

and people’s wishes when recording names

Contact your local volunteer centre. They can

support to develop role descriptions and recruit

volunteers.

Think about what roles volunteers might do: Use this space for notes and scribbles



02. NAP stage 1 - The Foundations:
Inclusion and Steps to Engagement

Identify who to include in the project and ways to
engage with them; consider setting a date for an
initial meeting. 
Who are the people living with dementia and
unpaid carers in our neighbourhood? (Remember
to observe privacy, data protection and people’s
wishes when recording names).
Who are the wider allies and community leaders?
Is there a community resource we could use to
hold initial meetings? OCN partnered with
libraries, cafes, churches and the National Trust to
provide a local venue to meet.
Consider holding a ‘conversation café’ (see links in
the guide NAP Stage 1 - The Pillars).

Use this space for notes and scribbles



02. NAP stage 1 - The Foundations: Stigma
and Visibility

Is there a lack of understanding and possible

stigma about dementia in our neighbourhood? 

Are there specific ways in which we could raise

awareness about dementia in our

neighbourhood?

Through conversation, and perhaps what we have

identified working through other OCN resources,

consider what people's experiences of stigma and

visibility might be in our neighbourhood and any

opportunities we can identify:

Use this space for notes and scribbles



02. NAP stage 1 - The Foundations: Barriers
and Opportunities

What are the barriers to people getting
involved in our neighbourhood?

Who in our neighbourhood's network could
help?

Consider what barriers and opportunities there
might be in light of our neighbourhood becoming
dementia-friendly: 

If we identify barriers with no immediate clear
opportunity, consider recording these and come
back to them. We could organise a separate
conversation café to work through opportunities.

Use this space for notes and scribbles



03. The Foundations - Priorities for Action and
Checklist

What 'foundations' do we feel we already have in place?

Networks and Partnerships
Volunteers
Inclusion and Steps to Engagement
Stigma and Visibility
Barriers and Opportunities

Which ones will need further work and resources?

Networks and Partnerships
Volunteers
Inclusion and Steps to Engagement
Stigma and Visibility
Barriers and Opportunities

What actions are needed to make these
preliminary changes happen? And how will
we prioritise them?



04. NAP Stage 2 - Strand-based work: Focus of

Action and Checklist
As a result of the exercises in the MAP stage and
by reading the dedicated NAP stage 2 guides, we
might have already explored some priorities to
focus on in terms of strand-based work and the
type of approach we would like to try.
Considering this, have we identified one or more
strands that the Neighbourhood Action will focus
on? (This can be more than one, tick all that apply)
         Environment
         Digital 
         Art

Why has/have this/these specific strand/s been
selected as an initial focus or approach?



04. NAP Stage 2 - Strand-based work: Focus of

Action and Checklist
What specific tools and resources are we planning to utilise as part of our programme of activities?

Environment Digital

Art

Iridis App
Conversations about My Environment
Public Outdoor Assessment Tool
Public Indoor Assessment Tool
City Walking Audit Tool

How Digital Is Our Neighbourhood?
Digital and Tech Guides

A creative approach to equity in our
neighbourhoods (any of the
activities included)



What are the priorities identified to tackle through
the selected strand/s?

04. NAP Stage 2 - Strand-based work: Focus of

Action and Checklist

What do we want to achieve? What will success look
like?



05. Timeline for Action 
Use this as a starting point, add more pointers and deviations as needed.


